Formal Initiations Climax Pledge Week Activities

Carl C. Mose To Lecture Tuesday

Green Splash Plans Water Pageant

Another Spartan Gal Makes Good In Big Way

Delta Sigma Phi Heads List With 23 Men, Others Run Even

Todd Talks On Advertising

Take Your Pick; Here's the Court of Honor

Music Series To Begin

Ag Leaders End Series

Security of Girls Handicap SWL Dance Classes

Weatherman Holds Trump Trick as Ice Follies Backers Hold Breath

Carl G. Mose, noted sculptor and second-year student at Washington State College for Teachers, will discuss "The College Student Sculptor" as Tuesday's topic in Michigan State College's Thursday Lectures, according to Miss H. D. Barr, director of the College Department. The lecture will be given at 7:30 in the second-floor auditorium of the College Hall.

Mose is a native of New York State and has been a student at Washington State College for Teachers since 1928. He is a member of the Delta Sigma Phi fraternity and has been active in various campus activities.

The College Department sponsors the Thursday Lectures, which are open to all members of the college community.

Flunk List Shortens

Efforts of a recent campaign by Michigan State College to keep student participation up and enthusiasm high for the annual Winter Term have paid off, according to Professor R. E. O. L. who reported that only 15% of Michigan State College students were asked to leave at the end of the term.

Complained with those due to failures in previous years, only 15% of students in the college were asked to leave. This year's efforts to reduce the number of students asked to leave were successful, according to O. L.

To reduce the number of students asked to leave, the college administration has taken steps to improve the quality of instruction and to provide better counseling services.

The college administration has also been active in encouraging students to participate in campus activities and to take advantage of the opportunities available to them.
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**Spartan Society Swings With George Duffy**

With the formal season in full swing, the hand-drawn last night by the men of George Duffy, also of the Michigan College of Agriculture, was the event of the evening. High-battice and their guests, including band president, Arthur Reiche, and bootlegger, were the main attraction. They were dressed in black, with red bands on their hats, and were singing their songs as they walked through the hall.

**Then Smoked Glasses of Eleven White**

He Calls Huxley

Fiddle Patching

Observation

In Official

She Couldn't

**With the Modern Greeks**

**PHI KAPPA TAU**

**LAMPOUS NULPH**

**DETA SIGMA PHI**

**ALPHA GAMMA Epsilon**

**ALPHAS RHO Kappa**

**MADISON**

**ALPHA Epsilon**

**LYN A.C. Epsilon**

**GIVE THE STUDENTS A CHANCE TO READ**

For too many times, when the latest book comes on the market, the demand is immediate. While the conditions are met with in an effort to supply the public, the supply is often in the hands of a limited number of dealers and is not available to the general public. This results in the stock being sold out before it is available to the public.

**WINTER TERM PARTIES**

**FRIDAYS**

1. **Michigan**
2. **Kappa Delta**
3. **Delta Gamma**
4. **Pi Beta Phi**
5. **Alpha Omicron Pi**
6. **Chi Omega**
7. **Theta Phi Alpha**
8. **Delta Phi Epsilon**
9. **Pi Beta Sigma**
10. **Sigma Lambda**
11. **Eta Sigma Phi**
12. **Alpha Xi Delta**
13. **Pi Kappa Phi**
14. **Phi Kappa Psi**
15. **Sigma Phi Epsilon**
16. **Pi Lambda Chi**
17. **Sigma Nu**
18. **Delta Chi**
19. **Theta Tau**
20. **Psi Upsilon**

**SATURDAYS**

1. **Phi Epsilon**
2. **Pi Kappa Alpha**
3. **Pi Kappa Phi**
4. **Pi Delta Epsilon**
5. **Pi Lambda Chi**
6. **Pi Kappa Alpha**
7. **Pi Lambda Chi**
8. **Pi Kappa Alpha**
9. **Pi Lambda Chi**
10. **Pi Kappa Alpha**
11. **Pi Lambda Chi**
12. **Pi Kappa Alpha**
13. **Pi Lambda Chi**
14. **Pi Kappa Alpha**
15. **Pi Lambda Chi**
16. **Pi Kappa Alpha**
17. **Pi Lambda Chi**
18. **Pi Kappa Alpha**
19. **Pi Lambda Chi**
20. **Pi Kappa Alpha**

**LUMEBURG FARM**

This is a small farm on which there are no other things than the land. It is kept by the proprietors, who are the farmers of the farm, and the land is the only thing on which the farm is dependent. It is not far from the school, and is the only place where the farmers can live comfortably. It is not far from the school, and is the only place where the farmers can live comfortably.
Gallup is Honored At Testimonial Dinner

By JOE WALKER

Edward R. Gallup, for twenty-five years a prominent Michigan educator, was honored last Saturday at a testimonial dinner presented by the Michigan Association of Teachers of Agriculture, at the Social Hall of Peoples church.

A large group of state school instructors and friends of Mr. Gallup attended to hear and give testimony as to his service and friendship to the state of Michigan, as teacher, as president of Hanover Academy, and as past president of the American Association for the Advancement of Agriculture.

Reception Held For Wives Of Officials

The members of the Chi Omega Club held a reception for the wives and guests of the officials in Lansing Thursday night at the headquarter's residence.

Lunch is Held For Chi O Club

The members of the Chi Omega Club held a reception for the wives and guests of the officials in Lansing Thursday night at the headquarter's residence.

Bailey Holds Benefit Party

Bailey Parent-Teacher group held its annual benefit Wednesday evening at the school, the proceeds to be used for fund raising.

Bridge Party to be Held

A bridge party to be held at the home of Mrs. E. E. Emmons, 422 E. Chestnut, Thursday evening at 8:30. All are invited to attend.

Friends Pete Bride At Kitchen Shower

Friends of Pete Bridgeman held a kitchen shower Thursday afternoon at the home of Mrs. E. A. Bridgeman. Mrs. E. A. Bridgeman is the mother of Pete, who is stationed at Fort Benning, Ga.

People's Church Has Varied Denominations, History

The church in the East Lansing area has had many different denominations and has a long history.

Bank to Pay Dividend

Depositors Benefit Through B. T. Loan

Neale to Talk At Noon Forum

Zuckerman to Talk At Noon Forum

East Lansing Literary Circle Stands Unique in State

WPA Sets 81,513 For City Sewer Construction

CLASSIFIED

For the Formals—

Harborene's

For Reservations Phone 5-4061

Good Wholesome Food At Reasonable Prices

For Reservations Phone 5-4061

Make

PLETZ AND SON

Headquarters
FOR YOUR AUTOMOBILE NEEDS

AUTHORIZED AAA SERVICE

BLUE SUNOCO MOTOR OIL

1417 Whitehead Avenue

317 N. Larch Street

Phone 27022

Every Meal With State College Meal at

Every Meal, With State College Meal at

Central School

A large crowd, consisting of the faculty and students, attended the meeting at the Central School Thursday afternoon.

EAST LANSING STATE BANK

For Reservations Phone 5-4061

Meal Tickets
Fencers Lose To Wayne; Cagers Go On Road

Spartan Quintet Faces Hard Tilts; Sabre Event Brings Loss

Victory Evens 10 Players Go, Season Score Hutt to Play For Teams At Center

By HERB RACHMAN

Fencers Lose To Wayne; Cagers Go On Road

By MARSHALL DANN

Sharpsniper

Spartan Quintet Faces

Hard Tilts; Sabre

Event Brings Loss

Event Brings Loss

Vieton Kveils 10 Flylers

IT's to Fly

For IV Tuens

III Itll II%CHM

Tough Confronts Tankers. By CMRGR WANK in

This is 11

Asn'l Scant
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